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Summary
I Multinational firms: large, market power, rich information on

sales and employment in multiple countries

I Simple theory of markups and entry across host countries to
motivate empirics

I New, interesting empirical facts on US multinationals

I consistent with many qualitative implications of theory

I My discussion:

I relation with ER pass-through literature

I dealing with markup unobservability

I are markups lower in high income countries?

I other models consistent with entry facts
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Markups across firms and host countries
I Variable markup model with linear demand (Melitz-Ottaviano)

I In practice, output of MN firms sold across markets with
different demand. Restrict to sales in host country?

I Markup of firm f with marginal cost zfct in host country c

µfct =
1
2

(
pmax
ct

zfct
+1

)

I Up to a first order

log (µf ′ct)− log (µfct) =−
(
1− 1

2µcft

)
[log (zf ′ct)− log (zfct)]

1. lower cost (or larger size) firms charge higher markups

2. if markups are higher in country c than in c ′, then markup
differences are larger in c
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Connection to exchange-rate pass-through

log (µf ′ct)− log (µfct) =−
(
1− 1

2µcft

)
[log (zf ′ct)− log (zfct)]

I Range of demand models consistent with 1. and 2.
(Arkolakis-Morlacco, Burstein-Gopinath)

I Analogous relation studied in pass-through literature

I compare ∆ markup over time (rather than between firms)
between exporters (rather than across countries)

I extensive evidence that ∆ markup larger for high markup
(larger) exporters

I e.g. Berman-Martin-Mayer, Amiti-Itskhoki-Konings



Dealing with markup unobservability
I Descriptive representation of how US MP affiliate markups

vary across countries c and firms f

µfct = βYGDPWct + βFPSft + λGDPWct ×PSft + εfct (1)

I GDD per worker interesting, but theory is silent
I Concentration? Entry barriers?

I By cost minimization

µfct = log

(
Sfct

WfctLfct

)
+ log (θfct) (2)

I θfct is output elasticity with respect to flexible input L

I Authors use total affiliate labor
I fixed overhead costs
I materials vs labor

I Standard approach: estimate θfct , infer µfct
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Dealing with markup unobservability
I Assume output elasticity:

log (θfct) = θi(f )t + α0 log (Kfct/Lfct) + ιfct (3)

I Plugging (2) in (3)

µfct = log

(
Sfct

WfctLfct

)
+ θi(f )t + α0 log (Kfct/Lfct) + ιfct

I Combining with (1)

log

(
Sfct

WfctLfct

)
= βYGDPWct + βFPSft + λGDPWct ×PSft

−θi(f )t −α0 log (Kfct/Lfct) + εfct − ιfct

instrument Kfct/Lfct using parent Kft/Lft and Kct

I Identification of β and λ without measuring markups!
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Dealing with markup unobservability
I When can we identify the impact of any variable (e.g.

GDPWct) on markups when we can only measure one of the
components of markups?

I Variable that we are interested in cannot impact markups
through unmeasurable components of markups

I e.g. suppose that θfct depends on GDPWct

log (θfct) = θi(f )t + α0 log (Kfct/Lfct) + χGDPWct + ιfct

I produce higher quality for richer countries, quality affects θfct

I do not identify βY , but βY −χ

log

(
Sfct

WfctLfct

)
= (βY −χ)GDPWct +βFPSft +λGDPWct×PSft

−θi(f )t −α0 log (Kfct/Lfct) + εfct − ιfct
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More standard endogeneity

log

(
Sfct

WfctLfct

)
= βYGDPWct + βFPSft + λGDPWct ×PSft

−θi(f )t −α0 log (Kfct/Lfct) + εfct − ιfct

I Correlation of errors across countries (and time)
I εfct − ιfct may be correlated across c (including US) within f
I εfct − ιfct correlated with f parent variables
I could include firm×time FE, instrument using lagged variables,

requires errors uncorrelated over time

I Endogenous entry
I firm may know it has a high εfct and choose to enter there
I use model to correct for endogenous selection
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Are higher income countries more competitive?
I Empirical results imply, through lens of model, that higher

income per worker countries have lower markups
I Cross-country variation in aggregate markups does not reveal

clear relation to GDP, e.g. Eekhout-De-Loecker (2020)



Europe vs US, differences in market power?
I Covarrubias-Gutiérrez-Philippon (2019)



Multinational firm entry across markets
I Probability that US multinational firm f (with parent firm

sales PSf ) enters in country c

Probfc = αc + βcPSf + εfc

I Estimate imposing βc = β0 + β1GDPWc

I Key results:

I βc > 0: large firms more likely to do MP

I β1 > 0: large firms disproportionately more likely to do MP in
high GDPWc countries

I Linear demand model with endogenous entry
I β1 > 0 if large countries have higher GDPWc

I Alternative models that can generate this fact?



Multinational firm entry across markets
I Alternative 1: CES demand and fixed MP costs

I even though firm productivity and aggregate price index are log
additive, slope of linear regression changes with productivity
cutoff, e.g. single fixed cost, slope rises when cutoff rises

I Alternative 2: Fajgelbaum-Grossman-Helpman

I low productivity firms produce lower quality goods, catered to
lower income countries


